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You have completed functional tests and it is now time to do performance testing 

on your Oracle based application. The testing proves that the system is slower 

than service levels require for throughput or response time but you are not sure 

which programme or even section of a programme is the culprit. In this edition 

of the Oracle University Expert’s Corner we examine the use of “Module and 

Action” monitoring to help identify which parts of an application are consuming 

the most resources. 

 

Firstly let us describe the traditional way to track session resource consumption:  

 

Traditionally DBAs used session statistics to examine resource utilisation for 

dedicated server connections in 2-tier client-server architectures. Using the  

V$SESSTAT and V$STATNAME dynamic performance views, one could look in 

detail at many of the resources consumed by the session.  Here are the views: 

 

 
SQL> desc v$sesstat 
 Name                 Null?    Type 
 -------------------- -------- ----------------- 
 SID                           NUMBER 
 STATISTIC#                    NUMBER 
 VALUE                         NUMBER 
 
SQL> desc v$statname 
                      Null?    Type 
 -------------------- -------- ----------------- 
 STATISTIC#                    NUMBER 
 NAME                          VARCHAR2(64) 
 CLASS                         NUMBER 
 STAT_ID                       NUMBER 
 

 

To see the statistics for a specific session one would obtain the session id or SID 

from V$SESSION for an active session and would use it to query the session 

statistics filtering on a particular category as required. For example to examine 

table scans one could do as follows: 



 
 
SQL> col value for 99999999 
SQL> select a.statistic#, a.name, b.value 
  2  from v$statname a, v$sesstat b 
  3  where a.statistic# = b.statistic# 
  4  and b.sid = &sid 
  5  and name like '%&value%' 
  6  order by a.name 
  7  / 
Enter value for sid: 103 
old   4: and b.sid = &sid 
new   4: and b.sid = 103 
Enter value for value: table scan 
old   5: and name like '%&value%' 
new   5: and name like '%scan%' 
 
STATISTIC# NAME                             VALUE 
---------- ------------------------------ --------- 
       287 table scan blocks gotten          151887 
       286 table scan rows gotten           5433293 
       284 table scans (cache partitions)         0 
       285 table scans (direct read)          88790 
       282 table scans (long tables)              0 
       283 table scans (rowid ranges)             0 
       281 table scans (short tables)             2 
 
7 rows selected. 
 

 
 
 
This gives us details of table scan activity for session 103 from the time the 

session started until the moment the join query was issued against the two views. 

 

Note that the performance data for the instance as a whole from instance startup 

up to the moment is available from V$SYSSTAT and for one’s own session one 

may use V$MYSTAT. 

 

Using these session related views to examine resource utilisation will not always 

produce useful results for the following reasons: 

 

1. For Shared Server client-server sessions the client side process is 

connected to a dispatcher process and does not use the same server 

process for each network round trip. This means that any shared 

server session may handle work for different clients and that any one 

client may have work done by any shared server.  V$SESSTAT would 

therefore contain data from different clients and would be useless   in 

determining resource usage by those clients. 



2. For 3-tier architectures the middle tier may use permanent connection 

pools to the database instances and map the network requests from 

the real clients to a free session in one of the pools. This mapping may 

be done in the middle tier code by the developers or by using one of 

Oracle’s solutions such as OCI connection pooling or Oracle JDBC 

implicit connection cache (JDBC ICC). Even though the sessions 

themselves are dedicated as part of a permanent connection pool the 

real end client may differ for each network round trip due to the 

dynamic mapping done by the middle tier.  Once again this means 

that the session statistics from V$SESSTAT would contain data from 

different clients and would be useless   in determining resource usage 

by those clients. 

 

3. Even for the traditional client-server architecture, there are 

sometimes difficulties in using the information in V$SESSTAT. 
Oracle database 11g has 485 different “statistics” listed for each 

session in  V$SESSTAT and it is sometimes difficult to determine what 

the problem is unless one already knows where to look. 

 

 

 

Using the Oracle 10g and 11g Services Model will work around these issues. 

 

 

Services were originally introduced in Oracle 8i for connection time load 

balancing for Parallel Server. This model is still used to provide the same 

capability in Real Application Clusters from Oracle 9i and above. Oracle 10g 

and 11g enhanced the implementation of Database Services to allow performance 

monitoring and tracing at the “Service” level by using the V$SERVICE_STATS, 

and V$SERV_MOD_ACT_STATS views which we will use later on.  

 

 

  

Services are defined in one of two ways: 

 

1. Using the DBMS_SERVICE package for Single Instance databases. 

 

2. Using DBCA, or SRVCTL or Enterprise Manager for RAC databases. 

 

It is beyond the scope of this article to give a detailed discussion of creating 

services but a simple example for a single instance Oracle database would be 

useful.   

 



Here is the  DBMS_SERVICE.CREATE_SERVICE procedure : 

 
 
SQL> desc dbms_service 
PROCEDURE CREATE_SERVICE 
 Argument Name       Type             In/Out  Default? 
 ------------------- ---------------  ------  -------- 
 SERVICE_NAME         VARCHAR2        IN 
 NETWORK_NAME         VARCHAR2        IN 
 GOAL                 NUMBER          IN      DEFAULT 
 DTP                  BOOLEAN         IN      DEFAULT 
 AQ_HA_NOTIFICATIONS  BOOLEAN         IN      DEFAULT 
 FAILOVER_METHOD      VARCHAR2        IN      DEFAULT 
 FAILOVER_TYPE        CHAR2           IN      DEFAULT 
 FAILOVER_RETRIES     NUMBER          IN      DEFAULT 
 FAILOVER_DELAY       NUMBER          IN      DEFAULT 
 CLB_GOAL             NUMBER          IN      DEFAULT 
 
… 
 

The only required parameters for single instance Oracle databases are the 

service name and the network name for Oracle Net connected sessions. 

 

 

SQL> exec dbms_service.create_service – 
('ACCOUNTS','ACCTS'); 

 
Now the service needs to be activated:  

 
 

 
SQL> exec dbms_service.start_service (‘ACCOUNTS’); 



To check the status of the service use the DBA_SERVICES view: 

 
SQL> select name,network_name, enabled 
  2  from dba_service where name = 'ACCOUNTS'; 
 
NAME       NETWORK_NAME     ENA 
---------- ---------------- --- 
ACCOUNTS   ACCTS            YES 
 
1 row selected. 

 
 
To connect a client or middle tier process and have the resulting session 

attributable statistically to a particular service, a TNSNAMES entry or name 

server entry must identify the required service. Here is a RAC example from a 

TNSNAMES.ORA file:  

 
 
ACCOUNTS = 
 (DESCRIPTION = 
   (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=raca01-vip)(PORT=1521)) 
   (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=raca02-vip)(PORT=1521)) 
     (LOAD_BALANCE = yes) 
     (CONNECT_DATA = 
       (SERVER = DEDICATED) 
       (SERVICE_NAME = ACCTS) 
     ) 
  ) 
 

 

 

Once connected, use V$SESSION to verify that the session is associated with the 

required service: 

 
 
SQL> connect hr/hr@accounts 
Connected. 
 
 SQL> select sid,username,service_name  
  2  from v$session 
  3  where username = 'HR'; 
 
 
    SID USERNAME  SERVICE_NAME 
    --- --------  ------------ 
    121 HR        ACCTS 



Now that a session is associated with a service we can examine how to monitor 

performance of services using the views mentioned earlier on. 
 
First lets see the v$service_stats  view: 

 
 
SQL> desc v$service_stats 
 Name                      Null?    Type 
 ------------------------- -------- -------------- 
 SERVICE_NAME_HASH                  NUMBER 
 SERVICE_NAME                       VARCHAR2(64) 
 STAT_ID                            NUMBER 
 STAT_NAME                          VARCHAR2(64) 
 VALUE                              NUMBER 

 

 

 

When a session is associated with a service, all work done by that session is 

attributable to the service regardless of which process or architecture is used. 

This overcomes the issues of Shared Server and 3-tier architectures mentioned 

earlier and allows the monitoring of resource utilisation on a per service basis.  

 

If every session for each separate workload connects to the appropriate workload 

specific service name then one may see which services  are consuming which  

resources.  

 

Note that in 11g over 100 services may be defined. Below one may see the various 

statistics that are measured for each service.  



Here is an example of service stats: 

 

 

One issue with using this view is that a workload may contain many programmes 

and modules. If a service is a heavy resource consumer then those resources may 

be consumed equally by all modules or there may be modules or even sections of 

modules which are more expensive than others. In order to monitor this so as to 

 
SQL> col service_name for a20 
SQL> col stat_name for a35 
 
SQL> select stat_name,value 

2  from v$service_stats  
3  where service_name = ‘ACCTS’ 
4  order by 1; 

 
STAT_NAME                                        VALUE  
---------------------------------    -----------------       
DB CPU                                         1391255 
DB time                                       59544624 
application wait time                           893890 
cluster wait time                            105570691 
concurrency wait time                        120477463 
db block changes                               1188982 
execute count                                     3986 
gc cr block receive time                          4221 
gc cr blocks received                            95571 
gc urrent block receive time                     24416 
gc current blocks received                      289755 
logons cumulative                                 7261 
opened cursors cumulative                       401580 
parse count (total)                               3908 
parse time elapsed                             1640032 
physical reads                                  261377 
physical writes                                 453226 
redo size                                    416768588 
session cursor cache hits                       272539 
session logical reads                          8001469 
sql execute elapsed time                       6620118 
user I/O wait time                          1165596371 
user calls                                       14876 
user commits                                      8139 
user rollbacks                                       0 
workarea executions - multipass                      0 
workarea executions - onepass                       11 
workarea executions - optimal                   134646 
 
28 rows selected. 
 



determine which modules are the heavy resource consumers two things need to 

be done: 

 

1. Add code to the programmes in the workload to identify the module and 

even section of the module currently executing. 

 

2. Request that the Oracle server collect these same service oriented 

statistics at a finer level of granularity; either for “module name within 

service” or for “action name within module name within service.” 

 

 

In order for an application to identify the current module and possibly to 

identify the current action it must use the DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO package. 

The procedures of interest to us in this package are: 

 

1. SET_ACTION   - Set module name only 

2. SET_CLIENT_INFO  - Set client info only 

3. SET_MODULE    - Set the Module and maybe the action 

 

 

Once these are set then one may track this in V$SESSION: 

 

 

Note that the client info is not required for statistics tracking and is only used for 

additional information as required. 

 
SQL> exec dbms_application_info.set_module - 
('MONTHLY_RUN', 'PAYABLES'); 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 
 
SQL> exec dbms_application_info.set_client_info –  
('ANY EXTRA INFO'); 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 
 
 
SQL> col module for a20 
SQL> col action for a20 
SQL> select username,module,action,client_info 
  2* from v$session; 
 
USERNAME     MODULE      ACTION    CLIENT_INFO 
--------     ----------- --------- --------------------                    
HR           MONTHLY_RUN PAYABLES  ANY EXTRA INFO 
 

 



To request the Oracle server to track the service oriented statistics at the 

granularity of “module within service” or “action within module within service” 

use the “DBMS_MONITOR.SERV_MOD_ACT_STAT_ENABLE” procedure. To 

stop the collections use “DBMS_MONITOR.SERV_MOD_ACT_STAT_DISABLE” 
procedure. Once enabled use the DBA_ENABLED_AGGREGATIONS view to 

verify the setting. 

 

Note  that tracing at the “module within service” or “action within module   

within service” is possible using 

DBMS_MONITOR.SERV_MOD_ACT_TRACE_ENABLE  and 
DBMS_MONITOR.SERV_MOD_ACT_TRACE_DISABLE procedures. 

 

Here we request statistics aggregation for the PAYABLES action within the 

MONTHLY_RUN module within the ACCTS service: 

 
 
SQL> exec dbms_monitor.serv_mod_act_stat_enable - 
('ACCTS','MONTHLY_RUN','PAYABLES'); 
  

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 
 
SQL> select aggregation_type, 
  2 primary_id,qualifier_id1,qualifier_id2 

3 from dba_enabled_aggregations; 
 
AGGREGATION_TYPE      PRIMARY_ID  QUALIFIER_ID1 QUALIFIER_ID2  
--------------------- ----------- ------------- ------------- 
SERVICE_MODULE_ACTION ACCTS       MONTHLY_RUN   PAYABLES  
 
1 row selected. 
 
 

 

Once this is done run the workload you wish to monitor for an appropriate 

window of time to yield a reasonable sample. 
 

We are now ready to use V$SERV_MOD_ACT_STATS  view to examine the 

service stats at a lower level of granularity. First lets describe the view: 
 



 
SQL> desc v$serv_mod_act_stats 
 Name                      Null?    Type 
 ------------------------- -------- -------------- 
 AGGREGATION_TYPE                   VARCHAR2(21) 
 SERVICE_NAME                       VARCHAR2(64) 
 MODULE                             VARCHAR2(49) 
 ACTION                             VARCHAR2(33) 
 STAT_ID                            NUMBER 
 STAT_NAME                          VARCHAR2(64) 
 VALUE                              NUMBER 

 

 

Now find the stats for the PAYABLES section of the MONTHLY_RUN module 

within the ACCTS service: 

 



select  stat_name,value 
from  v$serv_mod_act_stats 
where aggregation_type = 'SERVICE_MODULE_ACTION' 
and   service_name = 'ACCTS' 
and   module  = 'MONTHLY_RUN'  
and   action  = 'PAYABLES' 
order by 1; 
 
STAT_NAME                                        VALUE 
----------------------------------- ------------------ 
DB CPU                                          799879 
DB time                                        4793239 
application wait time                             1232 
cluster wait time                                    0 
concurrency wait time                            13979 
db block changes                                     0 
execute count                                       32 
gc cr block receive time                             0 
gc cr blocks received                                0 
gc current block receive time                        0 
gc current blocks received                           0 
opened cursors cumulative                           37 
parse count (total)                                 36 
parse time elapsed                               30760 
physical reads                                    4547 
physical writes                                   1715 
redo size                                            0 
session cursor cache hits                           17 
session logical reads                             6696 
sql execute elapsed time                       4589880 
user I/O wait time                             4007126 
user calls                                          52 
user commits                                         0 
user rollbacks                                       0 
workarea executions - multipass                      1 
workarea executions - onepass                        2 
workarea executions - optimal                        6 
 
27 rows selected. 

 

 



Note that there are 28 statistics at the service level but only 27 at this finer level 

of granularity. The “logons cumulative” statistic is reported at the service 

level but not at “module within service” or “action within module within service” 

as this statistic is not meaningful regarding modules or actions many of which 

may be invoked multiple times for a single login.  

 

Note also that the statistics at “module” and “action within module” levels of 

granularity are still also collected and attributable to the service at the service 

level of granularity. 

 

As a final word on services there are some other views that may be useful in 

monitoring the various workloads represented by separate services and are listed 

here. In particular V$SERVICE_EVENT and V$SERVICE_WAIT_CLASS are 

very useful in monitoring the wait event categories and the specific events waited 

for by each service. 

 

 
 

Service oriented view name Description 
V$SERVICES All defined services that have been 

activated at some time since instance 

startup whether used or not. 
V$ACTIVE_SERVICES Currently active services whether used 

or not. 
V$SERVICE_EVENT Breakdown for each service, of wait 

events that have been waited on at least 

once by that service since instance 

startup. 
V$SERVICE_WAIT_CLASS Breakdown for each service, of the 

number of waits in each wait class for 

that service since instance startup. 
V$SERVICEMETRIC Details of elapsed time per call, cpu 

time per call and service quality 

metrics for each service over the most 

recent 5 second and 1 minute intervals 
V$SERVICEMETRIC_HISTORY Historical view of the same information 

as in V$SERVICEMETRIC. 

 

 

 

 

To summarise we have seen now how one may drill down to monitor individual 

parts of modules to determine which ones are heavy resource utilisers. This 

should solve the problems listed above concerning the monitoring of 3_tier 

architectures and for shared server configurations and provide a method for 

monitoring resource utilisation in application code. Using this method should 

enable the DBA to help developers isolate problem sections of the application as 

the first step in tuning them. 


